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‘Biblical Spotlight @ | Twitter’ is trying to demonstrate that very point. The 

bible has been written by many authors and not listed in the exact timeline 

they were written. Unless we notice that the OT is in 'Four' parts, not just one 

continuous history line and secondly, 'Not' listed in the dating sequence they 

were written, will we discover, you can't read the Bible from cover to cover. It 

has to be displayed something like the Bible Reading layouts offered by the 

site noted above on page, Bible Study Plus. You may not find a revealing user-

friendly approach offered like this anywhere else. 

 

The research that went into this site goes out further than many sites who 

claim the same. Most prefer to stay on their individual agendas. This effort 

went way outside the safe zone and back in again. You'll find displays and ex-

planations on items many won't go near, for fear of losing their favorite plat-

form.  

 

True, the Bible cannot be taken word-for-word in many places, but its dynam-

ics still apply, if we can learn how to read between the lines and how it very 

easily relates to human nature as well as the natural Laws of Life, the Laws of 

Wisdom and how Faith in the Heavenly Father can indeed be a real strength. 

It serves little purpose to keep it reserved to one frame of thinking and re-

strained in a single bubble.  

 

The Word of God means 'Everything', not only what we've been Taught. Jesus 

came to fix the corrupt conditions that were being enforced upon many of the 

innocent, during that time in Israel’s history. Even he could not reveal how bad 

the situation was to all the folks and went as far as allowing himself to be taken, 

that maybe they could see the immoral status of their leaders for themselves. 

 


